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Welcome! 

Dear Michael Hall Old Scholars 
As you might have noticed from our front cover, we 
have decided to revert to the old title for ex-
students of Michael Hall. Many of you feel the 
description Alumni smacks of academia and the US, 
so until we have a better title this publication will be 
called The Michael Hall Old Scholars Newsletter. 
Another very important topic. We are struggling with 
data protection compliance at the moment, as the 
school has been swamped recently with new rules 
and regulations, especially the GDPR, which comes 
into force this May. Our database contains over 1000 
of your email addresses, but we are only legally 
allowed to use your address if you have returned a 
suitable consent form or opted in via the link on our 
website http://www.michaelhall.co.uk/opt-in-old-
scholars. Full details are given on page 30. 
We have also decided to send out only one 
Newsletter a year. This will come out in May to 
preview the Midsummer Festival. How do you feel 
about this? And do you like what you read, or 
should there be more of some things and less of 
something else? Please send your feedback to the 
addresses given on page 30 
Our main theme this year is Kidbrooke Mansion 
when it was a hostel. We hope you enjoy the 
anecdotes which have been kindly sent in by many 
of you. We have also included a list of Hostel 
Wardens, with their dates: we hope we have got 
them all correct, but would welcome any 
amendments or clarifications. 
We have featured Warren Ashe in our Teacher profile 
slot and we are including several biographies of Old 
Scholars and what they have done since leaving the 
school. We finish the Newsletter with appreciations 
of those Old Scholars and Teachers who have died 
since our last issue. 

Included in this issue: 
• Waldorf 100 

• Midsummer festival 

• Midsummer reunions 

• The Mansion as a hostel 

• School news 

• Old Scholars news 

• Profile on Warren Ashe 

• Appreciation of Old Scholars who have died  

Waldorf 100 

!  
Waldorf 100 Postcard Exchange: in 2019 the Waldorf 
movement will be celebrating 100 years of Steiner 
Waldorf education. In preparation for this a group of 
colleagues in Germany began "WALDORF 100 LEARN 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD", an initiative that 
promotes projects on a global scale. One of the 
projects involves a worldwide postcard exchange, and 
Michael Hall pupils have been illustrating postcards 
that have been sent across the globe.We have also 
received many cards here from other schools in other 
countries. 
Virginia Westlake (UK co-ordinator for Waldorf 100) 

We still have copies of A 
Good School – a History of 
Michael Hall in stock. It is 
edited by Brien Masters and 
Stephen Sheen, it is an 
account of the School’s 90-
plus years. Copies will be for 
sale at the Midsummer 
Festival, priced at £15. 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The Midsummer Festival 

�  

A Journey through Love

By Daniele Gaillemin 
The Midsummer Play this year presents quite a 
challenge: it is the turn of Class 10, and there are 52 
of them, including the EFL students! 
So I devised a piece about a glamorous old actress 
about to receive an award to commemorate her 
lifetime’s achievements. While preparing for the 

ceremony, supported 
by her young 
granddaughter, she is 
evoking lots of 
memories as 
interviews, and very 
soon her life and her 
personal journey 
weave together with 
her memories. She 
soon realises that 
excerpts from plays 
she performed are the 
perfect illustration of 
her own Love Journey. 
She drifts through 
falling in love 
(Shakespeare] 
…..feeling jealous 
(Goldoni,...Oscar  

Wilde) .....domination (Shakespeare again) .....falling 
out of love (French poetry and songs) …...pressure 
of ageing while aiming at love (Moliere, F.Garcia 
Lorca)……domination in love (Chekov...) ….. 
competition for favours (Arabian tales) …… time 
pressure, war pressure, the balance in a couple’s 
relationship and so much more! 
There will be music, songs, poems from all over the 
world. The class has been divided into small groups 
and each one has taken up one of these aspects of 
love. And I will be playing the part of the ageing 
actress….. So while it is not too much pressure on 
the students, it will be a thorough and I hope 
enjoyable journey for the audience. 
There will be one performance only, on 
Midsummer’s day, Saturday 23rd June, at 19.45 in 
the Theatre. 

Old Scholars’ reunions this year


We are welcoming a record seven classes back to 
Michael Hall for their reunions: the oldest group, still 
going strong, left school in 1958 – that’s sixty years 
ago. Our most recent, the Class of 2008, meet just 
ten years after they finished Class 12. 
All the reunions will each have their own room 
allocated to them so that they can  meet, catch up 
and talk over drinks and refreshments. 
We will have our usual marquee for Old Scholars on 
the lawn outside the front of the Mansion. It’s a 
much bigger one this year as we are expecting such 
a good turnout… 
The class photo books are now up to date and will 
be on display in the Round Room. Another thank 
you to bookbinding teacher Rachel Masters for the 
beautiful photo binders she has produced with her 
students. Inevitably, and despite our best efforts, 
there are still some photos missing. Come and have 
a look through and, if you think you might have a 
copy of one of the missing images, please let us 
know! 
And, most important of all, don’t forget to bring your 
MH badges – and to wear them! 

Saturday 23rd June 2018
 11:00 - 17:00

There will be an evening performance from Class 10
‘A Journey Through Love’ - Theatre 19:45
Tickets £6 and available from Reception
and on the Information Stand on the day

Exhibitions of work and crafts from Kindergarten to A-Level 
Pageant ~ Sideshows ~   Estate & Garden Walks ~ Alumni Tours

Lunches ~ Cream Teas ~ Strawberries & Ice-Cream

www.michaelhall.co.uk - contact@michaelhall.co.uk. This is a School fundraising event
Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row, East Sussex RH18 5JA. Tel: 01342 822275, Fax: 01342 826593. Registered charity number 307006

Midsummer 
Festival
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Daniele Gaillemin in 1976 
when she first came to 
Michael Hall and directed 
her first production here -- 
The Glass Menagerie



�  
Congratulations to the Class of 1958 (above) who get 
the prize for the oldest of our reunions this year: they 
left Michael Hall in 1958 – 60 years ago! Contact 
person is Jo Crutchfield, email 
jocrutchfield@hotmail.com. Also meeting up, though 
not pictured, is the Class of 1961: they are regular 
reunion-goers and last met in 2015; their contact 
person is Susan Masters. 

�  
This is the Class of 1968, who are meeting this year – 
half a century since they finished school here. The 
contact person is Susie Chinn, email 
bretcot@yahoo.co.uk. 

�
The Class of 1979 is holding its reunion this year, too, 
a year before the 40th anniversary of leaving Class 12. 
Simon Wells is the contact for the group, and he can 
be reached on simoncatweazle@aol.com. 

�  
The Class of 1988 is meeting up to celebrate 30 years 
since leaving school. If you were part of that class and 
want to join in, contact Emma Madeley on 
pink.emma@hotmail.co.uk. 

�
The Class of 1998, pictured above when they were in 
Class 11 as there were more people in the class that 
year. Contact Hannah Sollars, email 
hannahcarter27@gmail.com. 

�
This is the Class of 2008, about to get together ten 
years after leaving Michael Hall. The person to get in 
touch with is Fleur Ter Kuile, email 
cfwterkuile@gmail.com. 
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The Mansion —when it 
was a hostel 

!  

Kidbrooke Mansion has been many things over 
many years, and between the early 1950s and 1984 
it served as a boarding hostel for older students. 
We have had fun researching and trying to piece 
together all the people who worked as hostel 
parents from the beginning of the hostel until it 
closed in 1984. Have we got it right?   
We also have a few photos of hostel students. Can 
you find yourself? Do you have any more so we can 
build up an album? 
We also have some great stories, many of which are 
published for the first time. Read on… 

!  
The Mansion in the School’s early days at Kidbrooke. 
The hut in the foreground was used as the hall. 

Who was in charge?

We have been digging through the history books to 
research who were the Mansion hostel parents over 
its near-40 year run as student accommodation. 
Memories fade fast, however, and many of those 
involved are sadly no longer with us -- so we can’t 
be totally sure about everything. This is how far we 
have come. We still have some queries and 
uncertainties. Can you help? 
Before 1948 the hostel was run by Miss Fox, Mrs 
Hayden and Miss Swatton, each caring for different 
age groups. These people then went on to run 
hostels elsewhere -- Luxfords and St Anthony’s and, 
later, The Cottage. 
Then, in 1948 Mr and Mrs Edmunds started to run 
Kidbrooke Mansion as an Upper School hostel.  

1948-1955   Edmunds 
1955-1959   Ravenscroft 
1959-1959  Lanning 
1959-1961  Poolson 
1961-1963   Homburger 
1963-1965  Wilson 
1965-1968  Usher 
1968-1971  Price 
1971-1975   Hull 
1975-1976   Elliott 
1976-1984   Adams 

�  
Kidbrooke Mansion hostel circa 1967 

!  
Kidbrooke hostel circa 1968 
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High jinks, fire alarms, ghosts and the 
woman in white – student life in 
Kidbrooke Mansion

From King Crimson to Monty Python 
Living up in the Mansion as a boarder was quite a 
lonely thing for me. I had been placed there to finish 
secondary or "high school”, having been plucked 
out of the USA, namely California, having grown up 
in my mother’s household with no other choice. My 
pop lived in Surrey about 30 miles away or so but I 
didn’t go there every weekend and honestly didn’t 
feel very at home with a step-mother and other 
factors too personal and numerous to go into. 
The Mansion itself, the cultivated landscaping of the 
grounds, the bottom lake, the history were all very 
beautiful and intriguing, but living in the rickety attic 
with its constant trickling plumbing pipes overhead 
along the cold hallways, the threat of only 11 
minutes until the whole place could burn down in a 
fire, and the feeling of being trapped under a house 
parent’s rules all weighed heavily on my heart.  
My favourite room was very small in the attic, it was 
painted a dark rose colour and looked out through a 
round window over the playing field toward the lake. 
I have memories of certain music that kept me 
“alive” in those dorms, like King Crimson, Pink 
Floyd, Cat Stevens, John Lennon’s solo album and 
George Harrison’s triple vinyl album "All Things 
Must Pass” --the latter appropriately named!  
Even though the rules of a Steiner school meant you 
couldn’t watch television during the week, we would 
have busted down the house parent’s door if they 
hadn’t let us watch the weekly Monty Python’s 
Flying Circus show, which kept me and my friends 
laughing and being “tegly naughty” all week long. I 
chalk these up to survival skills I was building. 
I lived there at the time of the electricity rationing. 
We only had heating and lighting from 6am to 6pm, 
which meant during our homework time we had to 
use candles, and after dinner we all had to stay in 
the common room where we were watched carefully 
until bedtime since it was a co-ed dormitory. Of 
course there are always those that managed to 
sneak out for a snog. 
When I was older I lived in a larger lower floor with 
big picture windows looking out at the manicured 
fields and hedgerows. I shared the room with two or 
three other girls. They had visitors from the village, 
young men that scaled the walls and climbed in 
through the windows; I heard lots of giggling, then 
they left as dawn broke. 
I had reason to enjoy living in the Mansion when 
Class 13 spent time in the main floor rooms. The 
love of my life when I was in Class 9B was Class 13 
student Douglas Clark who was from San Francisco, 

having been moved to Sussex by and with his whole 
family; his sister Maria was in Class 9A. Every 
chance I got I was down there with Douglas, with 
his mop of shoulder-length blonde hair and always 
clutching his copy of James Joyce’s Ulysses. I still 
have the poetry and prose notebook he wrote to me 
with his fountain pen. 

Surrounded by cow 
farms, we had paths 
that had special 
gates with swinging 
enclosures and bars 
to keep the cows 
from escaping. There 
were bramble bushes 
that yielded their 
plump dark fruit 
every year which we 
picked and ate with 
the freshest pure 
cream. 
Thanks for the 
memories! 

Cider inside 
I was at St. Anthony’s until my last year, (1949-50). 
As much as possible we kept out of the way of Miss 
Swatton and Mrs Hayden, performing prefect-type 
duties as required but otherwise going our own 
way.  We were four boys -  Hilary Chambers, 
Christof König, Edward Twentyman and myself.  Our 
bedroom was the first large ground floor room on 
the right of the front door.  The large sash windows 
provided an excellent independent access.  There 
was also a cast iron stove with mica doors -  ideal 
for storing the cider, which we took it in turns to 
procure from the village shop.  My eighteenth 
birthday, after a near disaster, was celebrated in 
style.  The four of us and Laurence Harwood were 
sitting on our beds, about to open the champagne 
and dismember the cold roast chicken supplied by 
my parents, when in walked Mr. Edmunds and sat 
chatting for hours.  Whether he realised what was 
going on I don’t know.  We eventually left the empty 
bottle and chicken carcass on the kitchen draining 
board! 
There is an embellishment to the cider story.  On 
one of my turns to replenish the stock I set off with 
the empties in my rucksack, (they were worth 3 
pence each), and was so intent on crossing the road 
at the bottom of the village and concentrating on 
being as inconspicuous as possible that I stepped 
out in front of a car coming down the hill.  I was 
knocked out and came to as I was being dragged 
back on to the pavement, a bit befuddled but 
fortunately otherwise uninjured -   but with a 
rucksack full of broken glass!  The driver was most 
concerned and insisted on taking me back to 
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Kidbrooke to report the incident.  Fortunately, 
although still a bit befuddled, I managed to secrete 
the rucksack before being handed over and no-one 
was ever any the wiser! 
I also attach for your amusement a Kidbrooke bath-
time photo of l. to r. Hilary Chambers, Christof König 
and Edward Twentyman.  I’m afraid the quality is not 
good, (except of the taps!), but it does give a bit of 
an insight into the lighter side of life in the hostel! 

!
Jonty Somerville, Class of 1951

Room service 

!
Simon ('Rag') Kerr recalls that when you were ill in 
bed your meal would be brought to your room. The 
room he was in had a hatch in the ceiling to a loft 
area. No one could be bothered to return the empty 
plates and cutlery, so they just posted them through 
the hatch, till one day a whole pile cascaded down. 

Sue Kerr, Class of 1962 

Chorus of the vibrating knives 
My class left class 12 in 1981.  Margaret Shillan had 
been our Lower School class teacher and 
Christopher Woodman and Paul Law were our class 
guardians in the Upper School. 
I left after Class 11, having boarded with the 
Jacquets that year. 
I boarded at Kidbrooke for Classes 9 and 10 and 
Hazel Adams was running it throughout my time 
there.  I remember so many of the other kids, a 
couple of the helpers, cooks and cleaning ladies:  
Dan, a helper, whose little car we (some 10 kids) 
LIFTED up the main steps, through the front doors 
and placed in the black and white hall.  I remember 
it being such an outrageous thing to do.  There was 
some worry that he wouldn't be amused, in fact be 
quite upset, but I think 'the big boys' sorted it out 
for him afterwards and put the car back outside. 
I liked the circle we made at the bottom of the stairs 
to say 'good morning' every day before breakfast.  
Who would it be this morning, hurtling down the 
slidy stairs, late?  I seem to remember every inch of 
the place, the phone box, the snooker table, the 
mirrors in the Long Room, the steps down to the 
Lower Kitchen, the smell of the fresh milk churn, 
who slept where, everything. 
The kids boarded for many different reasons and it 
was a good substitute for not being with our mums 
and dads as we had a sense of sharing and it was 
fun to do things together like a huge family. 
Chris Guy, I believe, organised a night-time walk 
through the forest one weekend.  He had driven us 
in the van to The Goat or somewhere near there and 
we had to find our way home.  I don't remember any 
torches but no one got lost, or hurt or in any trouble, 
we just had loads of fun and perhaps a cigarette. 
Hazel was warm, quite strict and kept a tight ship, 
which I am sure was essential.  I remember liking 
Helena to do 'lights out' and 'wake up' as she was 
more lenient over an extra half hour. 
I have been reminded of the 'vibrating knives 
chorus'.  So this took place before the adults arrived 
in the oak dining room for mealtimes.  You squeezed 
the blade of your knife into the gap of the beautiful 
oak table top.  You then twanged it to vibrate which 
created a great noise especially when multiplied. 
Not everyone got a cold bath when newly arrived.  
But those who did were expected to put up a bit of 
a fight.  Mostly it was boys chasing boys around the 
house and up to the top lake and back.  But some 
girls got it too and I remember enjoying the attention 
and not minding getting wet after all that chasing. 
My favourite bedroom was the corner room 
overlooking the tennis courts.  It was next to the 
girls’ bathroom and so there was always someone 
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passing through, having a chat.  There must have 
been about 10 beds in these three adjoining rooms. 
We had the run of the whole house, except the 
offices and boys' bedrooms and we claimed it as 
our own for our time there.  At weekends a record 
player was brought out of someone’s room 
downstairs and we had a fire.  Weekends had a 
different vibe to them as some kids went home.  I 
would go home one weekend either side of half 
term.  Sometimes, getting the train to London on a 
Friday after school, I felt my parents wanted to see 
me too much, so I must have been very happy there 
and I have close feelings for others there at the 
same time. 
On Sunday night there was always huge interest in 
the newly posted 'jobs rota' - Who would I be on 

washing up with and 
who was the luckiest to 
have the easiest job of 
all - 'the jam 
cupboard’? 
Birthdays were lovely.  
Loads of girls piled on 
my bed before 
breakfast and I 
remember receiving a 
whole fresh 
pomegranate in tissue 
paper from someone.  It 
was the first 
pomegranate I had ever 
seen or tasted. 
This has been a nice 
trip down memory 
motorway! 

The tale of the dried bananas 
It was 1948 and my first year in boarding school (in 
class 7) and I was in a room with a boy who had 
been there for a year. He was able to help me in the 
ways of life away from home. The room was above 
the kitchen and we had to pass through the freezer 
room to reach it. 
That was the home of the strange fruit! The dried 
bananas. They lived closely packed in a tea chest 
and temptation was the name of the game: walk by
— lift lid—remove bananas to pocket—walk on. This 
worked well until the girls who lived up in the tower 
got to hear of it. The four of them agreed not to tell 
Mrs Hayden if we kept them supplied. 
We were not found out but some of us were 
strangely sick!! 

Michael Hull 

Michael was a student in 1948 but returned as a 
teacher and Kidbrooke hostel warden in the 1970s. 

Below is an example from 1974 of what he had to 
put up with. 

The Ides of April 
It is nearly the Easter holidays. I’m in charge of the 
hostel. My family, my 42 boarders and I are looking 
forward to a rest. 
I have the warden’s flat and one evening a class 12 
boy knocked on the door. My kids were in bed and 
my wife was out. I opened the door. “Can you come 
quickly” he said. “David’s room has had all the 
furniture removed.” 
It was true, but we hunted around and got it all 
back. It took a bit of time before I got back to my 
lounge. The light was off, so I switched it on. My 
lounge was bare except for a card hanging from the 
light. It read. “APRIL FOOL!” 

Michael Hull 

Serial trouble stirrer 

I was really a naughty boy and sent away from the 
hostel three times. Once for a false fire alarm in 
Kidbrooke which we (under my supervision) 
organised very realistically, one night after a real fire 
practice. We smoked the place out, took out the 
fuses and rang the alarm bell and told Mr Rudd (I 
think) that we had already called the fire brigade. He 
saw the smoke and the panic and called them for 
real and dozens of fire engines, ambulances and 
police cars from all the nearby towns rushed to 
Kidbrooke. Really a very bad “practical joke”! 
Another time, for April 1st, we emptied the contents 
of all the desks from 13 classes into a big pile, 
mixed them thoroughly and refilled the desks. 
School classes were paralysed for two or three 
days! 
The result was that I was sent off to a Steiner school 

for difficult or 
retarded kids in Ins, 
near Bern. There I 
fell in love with the 
Director’s (Herr 
Seiler) daughter. 
Another time I was 
sent to Peredur for 
a week and had to 
sleep on the floor 
at night and do 
garden work and 
errands all day.
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Fire alarm frenzy 
When Nic Iljine was a boarder in the Mansion, he 
pulled all the metal rubbish bins into the centre of 
the hall, filled them with newspaper and set them 
alight at 3 am. He waited for the place to be filled 
with smoke before setting off the fire alarm. When 
Mr Lanning opened his door he was met by a cloud 
of smoke and called the Fire Brigade. The Forest 
Row firemen scrambled out of bed and arrived at 
MH only to find it was a false alarm. 
Nic was duly expelled and was sent to board at our 
house! 

John Michael Slaughter, Class of 1959 

Beware the woman in white! 

The incident occurred I guess around 1956/7. One 
evening whilst sharing a room in the Mansion House 
(I believe overlooking the patio at the rear on the 
first floor) with Peter Stebbing and Peter Porsche, I 
was just on the point of going to sleep when a 
person, I assumed a woman, dressed in white with a 
scarf over her head, approached my bed without 
muttering a word. Surprised but not frightened, I 
asked what she wanted. 
Getting no response, I asked a second and maybe a 
third time and the person still made no comment, 
turned round and slowly moved across the floor 
passing between my other two room-mates' beds 
straight toward the window. 
I called out to both of my friends several times 
asking them to confirm that they saw the person 
crossing the room. However they both said they saw 
nothing, even as I clearly saw the figure then walk 
straight through the window! It was only then that I 
felt uneasy and realised it was an apparition. Later I 
reported this incident to a member of the resident 
staff called Peter Heathfield*, and he confirmed he 
experienced a very similar incident in his bedroom 
in the attic above. At first he thought it was 
someone playing a joke, but when it happened to 
him a second time and became aware of other 
stories, he arranged for the Mansion to be exorcised 
by a priest and this was done with the help of the 
bursar at the time, Mr. White.  
* I am still in touch with Peter who is now 94! 

John Harding, Class of 1959 

�  

The Kidbrooke ghost – a chilling tale 

Just a normal school day. Normal supper in the Oak 
Room, washing up in the Lower Kitchen. Homework, 
sitting by the fire in the hall, gentle sounds of the 
billiard balls being played on the table in the alcove. 
Bedtime, lights out, windows closed. Snug in bed, 
no particularly interesting stories to share. All six of 
us in our own worlds falling asleep. 
Suddenly I was awake. There was a cold feeling in 
the air and something was dragging at my 
bedclothes, slow heavy dragging.  On and on. No 
sound.  For a moment I couldn’t move or speak. I 
felt winded. Something was crushing in on me. Was 
this a joke? We were used to apple pie beds and 
holly but somehow this was different. I felt isolated 
in my bed from the rest of the room and my friends. 
I felt trapped. I didn’t dare move. Finally I plucked 
up courage to find and turn on my torch. What 
would I find?  I could see there was no-one by my 
bed. Everyone was asleep, breathing deeply. That 
was the only sound. The windows were closed. The 
door was shut. My bedclothes were normal. 
I know something had been at the end of my bed. 
Did I share my story in the morning? I don’t know. 
What I do know is that my heart beats fast and I find 
it hard to breathe when I think about that night. 

Christian Lewin, née Taylor, Class of 1959 
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News from the School 

Report from Davina Skinner, Director 
of Operations


Building Projects 

Development has begun on one of the school 
properties: replacing a pair of semi-detached 
cottages with two new four-bedroom houses. The 
project is being undertaken on a joint venture basis. 
Building work is due to be completed in August 
2018. 

The Clock House 
We are very excited that initial preparation work and 
planning are underway to breathe life back into the 
Clock House. The windows, which to date have 
been boarded up, will be reinstalled, and plans are 
in place to build a toilet block and renovate two 
rooms on the ground floor, ready for classroom use 
in September 2018. Internal electric installations and 
external drainage works are the first projects 
alongside the finer details required to renovate the 
external door shutters and the bespoke glass doors 
that can be seen in the illustration below. The 
School has allocated capital for the project and we 
are looking to raise additional funds; 

• £10,000 for electrical and drainage works 
• £5,000 x 3 per ground floor window/door 
• £1500 x 3 per ground floor shutter repair and 

renovation 

  

Letter from the Chair of the Council of 
Management

Michael Hall further refines its structure 

Dear Parents, 
We hope you had a good Easter and continue to 
enjoy the break. This email is to update you on 
recent changes to the management structure of the 
School. 
Structure Changes 
As many of you will recall, the General Management 
Team (GMT) came into being in July 2016 as an 
interim arrangement. The change was made to 
make decision making more coherent at the general 
level for the School and to provide the time and 
space needed for a set of permanent arrangements 
to be explored and agreed. 
The basic challenge for a Waldorf School is how to 
marry the organisational imperatives of owning and 
managing buildings, employing people, interacting 
with regulators and managing the finances on the 
one hand and on the other the community 
imperatives that make Waldorf education what it is - 
the unfolding of the child to find purpose and 
direction in their lives through an education that is 
based on a profound understanding of the human 
being. 
To an extent, what came before the GMT 
arrangements, in retrospect, was an excess of 
community over organisation and, again in 
retrospect, the GMT arrangements addressed this 
with more organisation than community. 
As a result of significant work and dialogue within 
the School and the Council, the following 
arrangements are now in place with the intention to 
balance both organisation and community in a way 
that better enhances both. 
The formal organisation is headed by a Director of 
Operations, Davina Skinner, whose prime 
responsibilities are for the School meeting 
regulatory standards and the School’s commercial 
development, supported by a Bursar, Karen Whiley, 
with responsibility for day-to-day operations. 
The College of Teachers is a free association whose 
self-set endeavour is to reframe and innovate 
Waldorf education for our times, chaired by 
Emmeline Hawker and Henry Howlett. Between 
these two ends stand the Faculty Chairs - Early 
Years – Mark Fielding, Lower School – Virginia 
Westlake, and Upper School – Simon Grimshaw. 
Their task for their respective age groups is to 
translate the educational leadership provided by the 
College of Teachers and the organisational needs of 
the School within their respective faculties to 
provide an outstanding education by the teachers in 
the faculties. 
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The leadership and management capability and 
capacity of the Lower School and Upper School 
faculties are being developed and strengthened to 
fulfil this enhanced role. 
The Director of Operations is responsible for the 
smooth and efficient running of the School in the 
short and medium term and to oversee long term 
strategies to secure a strong future for the School. 
Education leadership is provided by the College of 
Teachers and education management is provided by 
the Faculty Chairs. 
Other Initiatives 
For significant developments, such as the possible 
accreditation of the Heart of Teaching training for 
example, we are using The Renewal System. Any 
community member, including parents and students 
in due course, could make proposals for projects 
that they have energy and interest for that would 
benefit the School and be supported through a 
collaborative, robust process from initial idea 
through to implementation with a series of go/no go 
decisions along the way. 
We have learned that we work best when we create 
an open and transparent working relationship 
between the organisation and community aspects 
of the School, and we are working to improve that 
every day. 
Yours sincerely, 

Andrew Scott 
Chair of Council, Michael Hall School 

!  
Michael Hall Council of Management (Trustees), May 
2018, left to right: William Forward (teacher), Heidi 
Hebrank (parent), Andrew Scott (independent), 
Vanessa King (teacher), Francis Goodwin 
(independent), Sean Rafferty (parent). Not present: 
Kitty Hagenbach (independent). 

Bees in Schools

As you may or may not know we have three hives of 
bees in our lovely Michael Hall grounds. Last year 

we were able to buy two new hives thanks to Maria 
and the Pop-Up Shop Team’s support. This year I 
have just purchased some further equipment, 
courtesy of a donation from an ex teacher and his 
wife. It feels very heartening to know we have this 
support. 
I work with Class 6A once a week and, this year we 
are incorporating Beekeeping into our Gardening 
lessons, weather and other gardening work 
permitting. Another year maybe it will be in the form 
of a Beekeeping Club -- who knows? 
Last week I received a call from a friendly British 
Beekeeping Association man who is especially 
tasked with supporting 
schools in keeping 
bees. Beekeepers are 
an ageing population 
and the BBKA is 
actively promoting 
young beekeepers and 
targeting schools 
especially. So that is a 
link for us to the wider 
world and we welcome 
this connection and a 
possible visit from 
them. 
I’ve been in touch with 
the Imberhorne 
beekeeping teacher and am hoping for contact with 
one in Ardingly. It is good to have these connections 
and see how others do things. 
This year we hope for a swarm to fill the beautiful 
Warren Hive made by Mr Davis. We also want some 
warm sunny weather, lots of flowers, a bit of rain (at 
night) and lots of healthy, busy bees -- and some 
honey too would be nice! 
With warm regards, 

Susanne Fuller  
First Aid supervisor and Gardening teacher 
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Straw bale house

The project to build an innovative straw bale house 
for retired manager Peter Brown at Tablehurst farm 
is progressing rapidly thanks to a team of eager 
volunteers – and a piano marathon organised by 
Class 12.

!

When we asked Peter for the rationale behind his 
decision to build with straw he gave many reasons. 
His response was so compelling that we felt it 
warranted having its own article. So here is the man 
himself on straw bale building… 
In brief there are several reasons, some of which 
are: 

• I want it built as much as possible with natural, 
local, sustainable materials which do as little 
damage to the environment as possible. I have 
had to be pragmatic here with many compromises 
from the ideal due to the tight budget and lack of 
time. For instance, one could have put on a 
thatched roof instead of a metal one. None the 
less the main materials are straw, wood, sand and 
clay taken from the farm. 

• It should be as pleasant and healthy to live in as 
possible. Important here is that it can ‘breathe’, 
which mainly means that it can absorb and give 
off moisture and it does not use materials which 
give off toxic gases and smells, as many modern 
building materials do. 

• The building should be simple and comparatively 
easy to build in that it can be done with unskilled 
labour and volunteers without specific skills, such 

as brick laying etc. Therefore, I have also gone for 
a tin roof etc. 

• I think the design and ‘feel’ of a building is very 
important, such as the shape of the rooms. The 
modern homes and buildings we live in are 
dominated by squares and rectangles, which 
would be much better for us if this were not the 
case. Of course, bales are rectangles, and large 
bales even more strongly so, so it is challenging to 
not make it too dominant, which is why I have 
gone for a pentagon shaped house. 

• The building should be very energy efficient and 
cheap to run in the long term, not just to build. I 
expect it to be up to ‘Passive House’ standards. 

• By building a straw bale building with volunteers I 
am hoping to not only encapsulate the ethos of 
the farm and create a possible prototype for future 
farm buildings but do so on a very tight budget. 
We are attempting to complete it for £80,000. 

!

Welcome to the Oberufer Kings’ Play

January saw Michael Hall hosting a representation 
of the Oberufer play "The Kings' Play" performed by 
parents and community members and directed by 
Christopher Marcus. The cast had been working for 
several weeks on the production, and as the 
community had not seen this play for a while, there 
was a certain amount of anticipation; all concerned 
were very grateful for this gift to the community. 
There were also other plays to look forward to in the 
spring term: Class 7B’s play the following week, and 
the Class 12 play already under way and performed 
at the end of February. It proved to be a novelty -- a 
crime drama, and full of suspense! In March, Class 
8A performed Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, shortly 
after having presented their Class 8 projects - an 
event that was not to be missed. 
So, many heart-warming activities to dispel the grey 
gloom of the winter months. 

Virginia Westlake, Lower School Faculty Chair 
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Thank you dear parents (and student!) for the 
wonderful gift of The Kings Play that blazed in the 
Theatre over the weekend. Having the privilege to 
accompany the many songs on the piano seated 
next to the stage, I saw at close hand the 
enthusiasm, energy, devotion and determination you 
invested in the production, all for the benefit of our 
pupils, students, staff and community. As a member 
of staff at Michael Hall I am profoundly grateful for 
this true gift inspired by the light of a star and to 
Christopher Marcus for directing and masterminding 
the adventure. 

Julian Rolton, Music teacher 

!  

South Downs Youth Orchestra

In February Michael Hall hosted the South Downs 
Youth Orchestra in the Theatre.

!  
The orchestra includes four students from Michael 
Hall, past and present: one of them performed the 
Vivaldi concerto and another conducted the 
orchestra! 

Julian Rolton, Music teacher 

Orienteering day: a great success

Despite the cold weather, students from Classes 6 
to 12 competed in an orienteering event run by 
Southdowns Orienteering Club. It was a fantastic 
opportunity for the students to try modern 
orienteering in the beautiful grounds of Michael Hall 
School. 
The students collected points for their Sports Day 
Teams and worked hard to complete the courses in 
good time. Most students competed as individuals, 
having to rely on their own map-reading skills and 
allowing them the opportunity to work 
independently to build their confidence and 
resilience in the face of the elements. 
A massive thank you goes out to Will Heap and Kate 
Turner for leading the event, alongside their 
Southdown helpers, the parent volunteers, staff and 
teachers. The event was a great success and we 
look forward to further such days in the future. 
If you would like to do more orienteering, please 
contact Will Heap at www.southdowns-
orienteers.org.uk  

The Gym Department 
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Life after Michael Hall

Can you imagine, Monday morning, class 8 dressed 
in their finest, reverently carrying the national flag to 
the flagpole, the whole school assembled while the 
national anthem blares out through the 
loudspeakers? Welcome to China! Yet we are a 
Waldorf school, and when you visit the classrooms 
you would have many familiar experiences. 

!  

I have now settled into to my new task here in China 
teaching eurythmy and drama to children, mentoring 
teachers and running a teacher training course. It is 
a totally different culture, yet many of the issues the 
school faces are similar to ones that we have to deal 
with at Michael Hall. In this school idealism runs 
high. 

We have a new purpose-built school block, with two 
blocks of flats to accommodate teachers and 
parents with their families. But this school is only 
temporary as in the valley next door we are planning 
to build a most beautifully designed new school! We 
are just waiting for the consent. As they say here, 
“everything is possible, only it is a little complicated 
to achieve”. 
The work ethic in China is intense. Many people 
work seven days a week, many people live at their 
work place. Factories have dormitories and flats for 
their workers. 
The teachers too are tireless workers, perhaps too 
much so, as they don’t give themselves enough time 
to dream. Dreaming is an important activity for a 
teacher as it allows time to come up with the 

creative ideas one needs to make one’s teaching 
effective. This work ethic is reflected in the children 
and their desire to learn. I have often had the 
children running up the stairs before my lessons in 
the hope that the lesson can start early and be a 
little longer. Such enthusiasm is heart-warming! 
Every day I experience how much I have learnt at 
Michael Hall, particularly this last eight years as a 
Class teacher. I am filled with gratitude for what I 
have been given by my students and my colleagues. 
Thank you. 
I will be occasionally visiting Forest Row and I am 
sure I will bump into some you at these times. Until 
then, I wish you all the best for the new year. 

Philip Beaven, ex teacher of Michael Hall 

Lovely comments from a visitor to the 
School

Thank you so much for hosting me yesterday, I can’t 
tell you how much Michael Hall struck a chord with 
me. I’ve been telling almost everyone I met today 
about how amazing the school is! 
In my work I spend a full day in different schools 
every day, which means I experience the real school 
instead of through the eyes of someone being given 
a one-hour tour. Michael Hall School has opened my 
eyes to a way of teaching that truly brings out the 
best in pupils without any stress, pressure or 
unhappiness. Rather, I experienced children using 
their imagination more than ever to develop the 
mind beyond anything that I’ve ever seen in another 
school. 
In my work I’ve visited nearly 600 schools but 
Michael Hall would be my first choice for sending 
my own children if I could go back in time and make 
a new selection. 
Additionally, with the school canteen using local, 
organic ingredients the lunch I enjoyed while visiting 
the school was one of the most delicious I’ve ever 
eaten. Sometimes the finest food suppliers are the 
ones literally on the doorstep; natural, organic and 
produced in a sustaining way that’s beneficial to all. 
Thank you for my visit to Michael Hall School. 

Simon Jones, photographer
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Sally Schweizer

Seasonal songs for the Early Years 

For many years Kindergarten teacher Sally 
Schweizer has been captivating her young classes 
with delightful songs and verses geared to the cycle 
of the seasons. In her most recent compilation she 
brings these together for all to share. 
This treasure trove of an anthology is full to the brim 
with songs and seasonal verses that will delight 
children and encourage them to sing and play. 
Illustrated throughout with colour images, the 
Spring Songbook features four thematic sections: 
`Animals and Birds', `Nature', `Dancing and Games' 
and `International Greetings and Foreign 
Languages'. Providing ample material for teachers 
and parents, the book also includes selections of 
rhyming words, commentary on the significance of 
repetition, rhythm and beat, suggestions for 
incorporating movement and gesture, and practical 
teaching and parenting tips. For years, teachers, 
parents and students have requested that Sally 
Schweizer publish her collections of songs and 
verses - so here they are, presented in four 
wonderful anthologies to inspire the imagination and 
to celebrate the seasonal cycle! 

• Paperback: 66 pages 

• Publisher: Rudolf Steiner Press (3 April 2018) 

• Language: English 

• ISBN-10: 1855845458 

• ISBN-13: 978-1855845459 

Sally Schweizer taught at Michael Hall from 1985 to 
2003 and her four children were all educated at the 
school. 

News from Old Scholars 
Colin Packington, Class of 1946, wrote of some of 
his experiences while working as a quantity surveyor 
in the Middle East.  The following is an extract from 
an experience he had in Ethiopia in 1972.  Colin was 
the quantity surveyor for the Kindergarten, 
Classroom Block and Theatre at Michael Hall. 

!  
While Haile Selassie was still on the throne in 
Abyssinia, I joined a small party to walk from Eritrea 
over the Semien mountains through Ethiopia.  Near 
to Aksum where the Queen of Sheba’s original 
palace of her birth is said to exist, I heard that the 
Crown Jewels of Ethiopia were kept and upon 
asking to view them we were extremely surprised to 
have them brought out of store and displayed in the 
sunshine, on a simple trestle table. Some items, it is 
said, were older than our own Crown Jewels. 
On this trip I later visited Lalibela, the New 
Jerusalem where in the 12th century the Emperor 
had constructed 21 churches, carved out of the 
living rock in classical styles, high on the mountain 
side and out of sight of the marauding Muslims in 
the plains below. Even higher, on a volcanic core 
projecting above the eroded surface about 150 feet 
high, was a monastery, accessed only by a 70 ft 
long rope.  Only men and animals were permitted to 
visit. 
Three of us elected to visit the abbot.  It turned out 
that the rope comprised a 2 inch wide cowhide 
tape, about 3/8th of an inch thick and must have 
been cut from the rear hoof, diagonally to the front 
hoof, making about a 10 ft length, carefully spliced 
and stitched between sections.  As I was then in my 
early 40s, I became the lead climber and I felt the 
strain in the rope as each member joined the climb 
behind me and the cowhide became rigid like a 
steel band, the stitched splices strained open 
before my eyes. 
At about half way up I seemed to be getting along 
quite well, when suddenly everything went 
completely black and I thought that I must have 
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fainted.  I felt clasped around my chest in a steel 
grip, which made me think that, more likely, I must 
have died and this was Satan come to take me 
away! 
Fortunately, almost immediately I was restored to 
light and discovered that I was on a two-way rope 
and I had become entangled in a descending 
monk’s habit.  Two more descending monks passed 
over me as I continued to struggle upwards.  
Looking up, I was horrified to note that the cowhide 
passed smoothly over a shining rock with no visible 
handholds.  I need not have worried as many brown 
arms appeared over the rock edge and I was 
grasped by the scalp and the scruff of the neck and 
popped over the rock, rather as a released 
Champagne cork.  My two companions also made it 
to the top; we then regrouped and climbed a narrow 
rocky path the remainder of the way to where a 
church, rather like a miniature version of Exeter 
Cathedral, was constructed. 
After taking tea with the abbot and being shown 
around all the sights, such as the dew ponds for the 
water supply, we prepared for our descent.  Being in 
the lead once again, I was just contemplating the 
rock ledge and the best method of slipping over the 
side, when I felt a sharp push on my back and I 
went over quicker than intended.  I managed to 
corkscrew in mid-air and grabbed the cowhide tape 
without burning my hands too badly.  I then 
descended arm over arm very rapidly.  My 
companions threw themselves onto the ground and 
very quickly wriggled over the edge to forestall any 
more tomfoolery.  At the foot of the rope we all just 
took about ten paces and collapsed, shaking with 
shock; we were forced to rest for two hours before 
our legs functioned properly again. 

Roslyn Schwartz (Class of 1969) 

From her Canadian 
publisher, Annick 
Press 
Although born in 
Montreal, Roslyn 
Schwartz moved with 
her family to England 
when she was two 
years old. She grew 
up in Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent. Roslyn and her 
two brothers attended 
Michael Hall school in 
Sussex. She 

remembers it as a lovely area, close to Ashdown 
Forest, the home of Winnie the Pooh (though she 
didn’t know it at the time). Growing up, Roslyn 
always read a lot; among her favourite books 
were Alice in Wonderland, Little Women, and the 
various adventures of Rupert Bear and Tintin. 

Roslyn has written and illustrated a series of books 
for the very young following the adventures of the 
Mole Sisters. These stories found their inspiration 
from various elements throughout Roslyn’s life. The 
first time she ever saw a mole was on the way back 
from school. It was lying on its side, perfectly 
shaped and beautiful, but unfortunately quite dead. 
Riveted by the tiny creature, she carried it home in 
her sandwich bag. Over the years, Roslyn has 
always kept a pet rodent or two, in the form of 
guinea pigs and a rabbit. 

!
The Mole Sisters series has become a favourite of 
children and parents. The Mole Sisters’ positive 
approach to life and unrelenting optimism appeals 
to all ages. The series now includes ten titles—as 
well as the Mole Sister finger puppets, which have 
brought their charm off the pages and to fingers 
everywhere. And watch for the Mole Sisters 
television series on Treehouse TV! 
In addition to the Mole Sisters, Roslyn has 
published three previous books and has released 
two animated films with the National Film Board of 
Canada, one of which, Arkelope, is for children. 
Roslyn lives in Montreal. 
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The Baggy Pantry -- where there is always 
room for more 

This article, by 
Georgia Lambert. 
Originally appeared 
in RH Uncovered 
Online  

Lois Simpson, Class 
of 2011, is a 
bespoke pastry 
chef and caterer 
whose work 
combines the love 
and enjoyment of 
home baking with 
the presentation 
and refinement of 
an artisan bakery. 

Based in Ardingly, Lois grew up with a rural 
background and attended Steiner education at 
Michael Hall in Forest Row. She is creative with an 
interest in art, textiles and music. However, Lois 
always wanted to cook, and when she was little she 
constructed a play café in her garden with 
handmade menus and with her mum, they invited 
the neighbours around for tea. 
The minutes spent eating the cake were fleeting, but 
she was left with the happy memories. At the age of 
16, Lois started work experience at River Cottage 
HQ, a company committed to using fresh and locally 
sourced ingredients. For a further three years, Lois 
found herself working weekends at Borough Market 
and other markets around London. By selling 
unpasteurised Stilton at a stall in one of the largest 
and oldest markets in the city, Lois discovered her 
interest in the business side of the food industry. 
After working at Borough Market, Lois started a 
part-time course in pattern-cutting and gained work 
experience with an up and coming interior designer 
based in London. Realising that being a chef was 
what she wanted to do, Lois went on to work in 
bistros, restaurants and cafés in the local area. 
In 2015, while working as a pastry chef in a Sussex 
restaurant, Lois’ unique catering business, The 
Baggy Pantry was born. The name derived from a 
nickname Lois’ Dad had given her as a child, and he 
suggested the name as a contender for the 
business title. Having grown from baking treats for 
friends to creating more complex and unique cakes 
to order, The Baggy Pantry now supplies specially 
themed markets, wholesale goods for small 
independent traders, celebration cakes and 
bespoke catering, both sweet and savoury, for 
events such as birthday parties and weddings. 
The Baggy Pantry’s style is a sophisticated fusion 
between French and English cuisine, combining 

herbs and spices with more seasonal and classic 
flavours. 
Lois has created 
inarguably delicious 
cakes, pastries, 
sweet treats and 
savoury saviours. 
These include 
cheese baskets with 
a lime and avocado 
mousse and a 
dehydrated paprika 
kale crisp, fig and 
whisky brownies, 
dark chocolate and hibiscus truffles and elderflower 
and lemon macaroons. 
Whether you prefer startling creativity or traditional 
flavours, The Baggy Pantry has something to offer 
for everyone. 
The smell of a particular food or, in Lois’ case, a 
slice of cake and a cup of tea, is capable of painting 
a picture with richer, deeper brush strokes than any 
snapshot in a photo album. One of Lois’ ambitions 
is to create food that can encapsulate emotions and 
memories for people. Lois uses free-range eggs and 
locally sourced produce wherever possible, and she 
does all she can to reduce food waste. In the future, 
she would like to get more involved with ethical 
trading and educate the younger generations. 
For more information about The Baggy Pantry, 
visit: www.thebaggypantry.co.uk, or on Facebook, 
visit: www.facebook.com/Thebaggypantry/

Bruce Jackson, Class of 1967 
I left Michael Hall 
school after class 11 to 
attend West Kent 
College, drawn by the 
prospect of better A-
level grades. Then, 
after a year working 
with computers, I 
decided to study 
computer science at 
Essex University; I was 
lucky enough to get a 
Barclays Scholarship, 
worth ₤530 per year (a 
lot of money in those days!). 
Then I worked for about ten years as a programmer 
in the civil service before moving to a music 
publisher as their computer manager. The firm sadly 
went bankrupt, but that gave me the opportunity to 
think over my future. I went to study anthroposophy 
at Emerson College, where I stayed for two years 
before moving to Kassel (Germany) to learn to teach 
maths and physics. 
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My first teaching job was back at Michael Hall, 
where I taught Maths and Physics, and started the 
computer course in the very first year of GCSE. Matt 
Martin, now the IT king at school, was one of my 
first pupils. Before long the Brighton Steiner School 
poached me to take over their Class 7, and to build 
up an Upper School. This resulted in the ill-fated 
City Technical College in Brighton, which left some 
of us broke and redundant. 
After a brief spell as a financial adviser I worked 
backstage for two anthroposophical theatre 
companies before moving back to Emerson College, 
this time as its Bursar. But my desire to teach won 
me over in the end, and I moved to Germany. I 
taught as a Class 7 and 8 teacher in Wiesbaden 
before moving to Rendsburg, now with a young 
child in tow. My destiny determined that I taught for 
about three years before moving on, for many and 
varied reasons. Thus I spent a few years in each of 
Hamburg-Altona, Kaltenkirchen and Berlin-Mitte 
before arriving in Bremen, one of Germany's most 
beautiful towns. I have now been here nine years, 
teaching in all three Steiner Waldorf schools: maths 
and physics to Abitur, and class-teaching again. 
I have always been musical, and now I sing in seven 
choirs, four of them continuously, and I play drums 
in a band. 
I hope to finance my meagre pension by offering 
Main Lessons in schools all over the world: I have 
the desire to travel – something I missed out on as a 
teenager. I had intended moving back to the UK in 
retirement, but then came Brexit... 

Update: I am now sitting in the teachers' room of 
the Waldorf School Windhoek, in Namibia. I taught 
their Grade 6 for a few weeks before WSW and I 
parted company. 

Max Comfort (Class of 1962)  
Architect, adventurer, innovator 

My parents were 
both anthroposo-
phists – as a young 
man my father 
briefly knew Steiner, 
becoming a disciple 
– and were active in 
the AS world. I went 
to the Hampstead 
Waldorf School, 
where I first met 
Monica Gutman and 
Rosemary Drake, 
and then to Kings 
Langley, where my 
mother taught 

handwork and veil painting. At times it was all a bit 
much – we had 17 photographs of Rudolf Steiner in 

our small terrace house – so coming to Michael Hall 
in 1961 to take A-Levels was a welcome respite for 
a teenager trying to come to terms with the 
complexities and contradictions of life “inside” and 
“outside”. 
I left Michael Hall in the summer of 1963 with a 
scholarship to the Architectural Association School 
of Architecture in London. Before taking this up, 
there were a series of rather basic architectural jobs 
which financed a hitch-hiking trip to Egypt to see for 
myself the wonders of Luxor, Karnak and Abu 
Simbel, my appetite whetted by Mucki Mann’s 
wonderful Main Lesson in Class 12. At the AA at that 
time, along with most aspects of 1960s life, 
architecture was going through an exciting 
transformation and my creativity was given full rein – 
anything was possible, it seemed. I also engaged 
fully with the political and protest movements of the 
time, a hugely formative experience that has guided 
my life ever since. 
I spent 25 years in architecture and master-
planning, finding that the higher up the pole one 
climbed, the less one could see of real life below. 
Projects included restoring grand Palladian 
mansions, building shopping malls, sheltered 
housing and – by far the most satisfying of all – the 
occasional private house. In 1980 my first wife and I 
sold up, took our young family out of school and 
went to the USA for a year, travelling 25,000 miles in 
a huge RV (motor home) – curiously called a 
Leprechaun. This seemingly radical step was 
inspired by visits to Findhorn, where, after a number 
of years in a comfortable but directionless 
wilderness, I re-engaged with the authentic me and 
what I now realise is my life’s purpose. For my 
children, seven and 10 at the time, this was a life-
enhancing experience -- better by far than staying in 
a State educational system that, however caring, 
was (and still seems to be) designed to equip young 
people to fit into a socio-economic system built 
around exploitation and the farcical notion of 
unlimited economic growth. 
In 1990 my life came apart at the seams. My 
marriage ended, I was made redundant in the then 
recession, I was sofa-surfing and had lost all 
support systems. In fact, it was a great blessing, 
albeit painful. Living day to day, often with less than 
10p in my pocket, brought me face to face with the 
basics, with the realisation that I was indeed rich in 
so many other ways than financial, and that I was 
once again free to chart my own course. Gradually, I 
made a living from painting and decorating, re-
wiring, cooking and writing poetry, a peripatetic 
workstyle that I soon rather enjoyed, since it 
allowed me to follow my curiosity, to explore fully 
whatever came my way, and to direct my own 
career. A book I wrote on this way of earning a living 
– a portfolio career – opened doors into social 
enterprise and the real purpose of work. Among 
other things – project management, risk analysis, 
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running other people’s businesses, the occasional 
architectural commission – I found myself at some 
of the UK’s top creative colleges, teaching students 
how to set up their own businesses, how to 
establish ways to carry on doing their passion and 
make a good living from it. I cannot imagine any 
other way of being fully in the world right now. 
Another great blessing was meeting my soul-mate, 
greatest friend and wife Jo. We moved from North 
London in 2001 to Stroud, Gloucestershire, where it 
was impossible to avoid the temptation to engage 
with the many alternative (some would say whacky) 
projects that the town seems to attract. We were 
very involved in co-creating the UK’s first new-build 
co-housing project, I lent my mixed bag of skills to 
addressing the challenges of affordable housing, of 
de-commodifying land through Community Land 
Trusts and enabling small, social enterprises to 
thrive by providing affordable incubator venues. 
Along the way I co-created a charity which 
specialised in supporting Tibetan refugees in India 
with practical projects around food, renewable 
energy and buildings, and worked to support groups 
of people with physical and learning disabilities to 
become more independent and self-advocatory. 
Now, somewhat longer of the tooth and possibly a 
little wiser, I continue to follow my curiosity and 
remain open to opportunities that, often through the 
goodwill and initiative of friends and colleagues, 
seem to regularly appear. Now, I am rather pleased 
to be returning to my old stamping ground of Forest 
Row, a place full of precious memories – midnight 
feasts on the Camel, lying in the grassy glades of 
Ashdown Forest watching the stately procession of 
clouds over a summer sky and wondering what my 
life would hold for me. I am to be involved in a 
project at Emerson College, to bring many of the 
accumulated riches to bear on a potentially ground-
breaking initiative around housing for older people. 
It is an initiative that fosters independence and 
autonomy, something that – as you will have 
gathered by now – I truly value. 

Max (formerly Richard) Comfort, February 2018 

The Pixton Third Age Project

Bringing self-reliance, autonomy, 
neighbourliness and collaboration to elder 
care 
In the face of a rapidly ageing population it is 
becoming clear that the NHS and care services 
cannot continue to provide the level of care we all 
expect.  Current models of care can deprive people 
of the power to manage their lives, and erode their 
self-reliance.  The present system is unsustainable, 
financially and socially. 

If the State cannot provide the basis for a dignified 
old age, then people in their third age need to take 
the matter of their care into their own hands. The 
question is: how?  With shrinking resources and 
rising costs, what can older people do themselves 
to preserve their autonomy for as long as possible? 
Just across the A22 from Michael Hall is Emerson 
College.  In partnership with St Anthony’s Trust and 
the Anthroposophical Society in Sussex, Emerson is 
about to embark on an initiative designed to provide 
one possible answer to this increasingly urgent 
question.  From its beautiful campus on the edge of 
Ashdown Forest, Emerson offers a rich menu of 
education, research and development for all ages -- 
itself inspired by Rudolf Steiner’s image of the three-
fold human being, consisting of body, soul and 
mind. In the centre lies the estate’s former mansion, 
Pixton House, originally built in the 1840s and now 
regarded by many as the heart of Emerson and its 
Living and Learning Community. 

!  
Pixton House, however, is a little tired and in need of 
repurposing.  As such, it presents a great setting for 
the creation of an innovative and supportive model 
of anthroposophical community, a new initiative that 
will support elderly people through the provision of 
20 fully self-contained apartments and shared 
facilities.  This project is called the Pixton Third Age 
project – P3A for short – and by being based on a 
co-housing and co-ownership model, will embrace 
the principles of self reliance, autonomy, 
neighbourliness and collaboration.  Successful 
examples of this approach to elder care exist in 
Holland, Germany and the US, demonstrating that a 
combination of quality care, good nutrition, a rich 
social and cultural life, with a wide variety of 
opportunities to engage and contribute, can act to 
combat loneliness and isolation and give meaning 
and purpose to the later phases of life. 
Of course, part of genuine autonomy is the ability to 
have a say both in the design and management of 
one’s home and the shared facilities.  At Pixton, 
residents will participate in the development of the 
project, and decisions on the nature and scope of 
the facilities to be provided; these may include a 
community room, a modest kitchenette and dining 
area, laundry and treatment room.  Residents will be 
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encouraged to participate in tasks such as cooking, 
simple maintenance and cleaning of the shared 
accommodation, and will use the facilities in Ruskin 
House for cooking and eating together, one of the 
key tenets of co-housing. They will also be warmly 
invited to become active members of the Emerson 
Living and Learning Community and to engage with 
the wide range of activities and facilities available at 
Emerson. 
In order that the project is available to people with 
as wide a range of financial circumstances as 
possible, there will be a mix of tenures, including 
investment and rental options, with residents 
entitled to discuss and agree on everyday and 
management matters.  As the project is still in its 
very early phase of realisation, no unit costs are yet 
available, but they will take account of local values 
and the exceptional environment at Pixton.  A 
service charge will be payable to cover such things 
as insurance, utility bills for the shared 
accommodation, and a maintenance fund.   
Units will be available off-plan, as has proved 
popular in another recent development at Emerson.  
Completion is anticipated in early 2021, but we 
expect keen interest once planning approval has 
been obtained; this is set for September/October 
this year. 
If you are interested in knowing more about P3A, or 
getting involved as a donor, volunteer or potential 
resident, please contact Steve Briault by email at 
steve.briault@emerson.org.uk, Jeremy Smith by 
phone on 07940 859495, or me, Max, at 
max@maxcomfort.net .  We welcome ideas and/or 
questions on all aspects of the project. 

Max Comfort, P3A Project Manager, February 2018 

[Formerly known as Richard Comfort, Class of 1962] 

�  

Teacher profile 
Warren Ashe (Class of 1954)  
1935-2006 

An edited appreciation by Peter Ramm, Class of 
1953 
Warren Ashe was 
born on 29th 
September 1935 in 
Jackson Heights, 
New York. His 
parents divorced 
when he was 2 years 
old and for a time he 
lived with his 
grandmother on 
Long Island. When 
his mother re-
married, the family 
moved to Los 
Angeles where 
Warren received his 
education until he was 15. 
He joined class 10 at Michael Hall in January 1952. 
He was a striking figure with his reddish hair, blue 
jeans and black bomber jacket, the typical American 
youth. He had come to experience Waldorf 
education and his entry into the school brought a 
refreshing element to his large class. 
At the end of his school years he returned to 
America in order to attend Dartmouth College, NH, 
from where he majored in Philosophy, after initially 
having studied Russian. 
Having grown up in a family keenly interested in the 
work of Rudolf Steiner, Warren had been attending 
Anthroposophical lectures and study groups in New 
York after leaving college. This eventually led him 
back to Forest Row where he decided to join the 
Teacher Training course at Michael Hall in the 
autumn of 1959. 
He had already married Sonia Smith, (class of 1951) 
in 1957 and upon graduating as a budding Waldorf 
teacher Warren was asked to teach English in the 
Uhlandshohe Waldorf School in Stuttgart. Here he 
experienced the education at the very centre of the 
Waldorf movement, which was invaluable for his 
subsequent career at Michael Hall. 
Upon his return to Forest Row in the spring of 1962, 
the family that now included his firstborn, Jonathan, 
moved into Broadstone Cottage, where Ben, 
Rebecca, and Deborah were born. 
Warren began teaching English, History and 
Geography in the Upper School. However it soon 
became evident that his work lay not only in the 
classroom, but also in the educational and financial 
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management of the school. He was thus able to 
bring insight and clarity to a multitude of projects 
over the next four decades, often accepting 
challenges that other colleagues thought twice 
about tackling. In due course his work broadened to 
include many of the Humanities Main Lessons as 
well as Drama. Warren was in his element when 
producing one of his favourite Shakespeare plays 
for a Midsummer Festival, but his interest also 
extended to the works of Chekov, Turgenev, Ibsen 
and Thornton Wilder. 
By 1972 he was ready for a change and he was 
asked to take a Class 1 that autumn. This was a 
period in his professional life when Warren seemed 
to be chairing either the College or the Council of 
Management. With his wide experience of Waldorf 
pedagogy and his interest in finance, he was an 
excellent choice for both these positions. 
The decision to expand into a double stream school 
meant more buildings, and Warren soon found 
himself as a member of the Building Committee. He 
also involved himself in fund raising for the new 
developments and, had it not been for his unique 
mixture of enthusiasm, prudence and financial 
knowhow, the building of the present theatre would 
not have reached a satisfactory conclusion on time. 
His interest in financial matters drew him into the 
pioneering work of Mercury Provident Plc, the 
locally based finance house working with the 
indications given by Rudolf Steiner on an ethical 
way of handling money. 
Having taken his class through the Lower School, he 
returned fully to the work in the Upper School, that 
included examination preparation. After he retired 
from teaching and in spite of his diminishing sight, 
Warren continued to play an important role in many 
aspects of the Anthroposophical work, including as 
a Trustee of St Anthony’s Trust, supporting the two 
local Biodynamic farms and helped to fundraise for 
the Chapel of Rest at the Christian Community. As a 
Trustee he made a valuable contribution to the work 
at St. Paul’s Steiner School in London. 
Warren was born on Michaelmas day and his life as 
it unfolded bore witness to this fact. He was always 
ready to serve the cause, never sparing himself. His 
many outward activities and contributions, however, 
had their roots in the more hidden side of him, 
which his closest friends were privileged to 
experience. 
His sudden death on Sunday 15th October 2006 in 
America, so soon after his 71st birthday touched the 
many people who knew him. His passing left a huge 
gap in his dear family, in the village community and 
among his friends. 

Old Scholars who have 
died 
Anne a Beckett Terrell Power (class of 1948)  
1930-2017 

By Sally Anne, daughter 
Anne was born in 
London in 
November 1930. 
Her mother 
Aleyne was a 
Hamilton from the 
Shetland/Orkney 
Islands, whose 
father had spent 
his life in the 
colonies.  Anne’s 
father, Lord Chief 
Justice a Beckett 
Terrell, had a 
career both in 
England and in 
Malaya. Anne grew up living on the family estate in 
Hampshire and in Malaya with governesses in the 
early years. 
When the Japanese invaded Malaya the family 
moved to Sydney. When they returned she was to 
find many of her school friends had died on forced 
marches. After the war she went to Michael Hall, 
which she absolutely adored; her brother Billy also 
went there. After leaving Michael Hall Anne took a 
secretarial course in London; after being presented 
at court, an occasion she remembered as involving 
lots of waiting about, in an outfit too tight to curtsey, 
Anne sailed to join her sister Sally in Singapore.  
Once there, she and Sally shared a flat, Anne 
working for Special Branch and Sally for 
Rediffusion. 
Anne met her first husband, Eric Longden, while 
working in Singapore. They married in London and 
he soon accepted a posting to British Guiana.  They 
led an interesting life, full of diplomatic events and 
social entertaining. 
Anne worked for British Information Services and 
her first child, Sally Anne, was born in 1956. After 
eight years the political scene turned ugly and one 
day, driving through the market place, a hand 
grenade was thrown on the bonnet of her car and 
kidnap threats were made towards the family.  Some 
of their friends and Eric’s work colleagues were 
murdered, and so Anne and Sally Anne were sent 
back to England. 
Anne’s marriage to Eric did not last, and she married 
Duncan MacVean, an ambitious veterinarian, 
Duncan successfully managed to apply for PHD 
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studies in Malaya, much to Anne’s happiness, and 
the family, increased by the birth of Michael in 1966, 
moved there. Laura duly arrived in 1967.    
Sadly her second marriage ended and she married 
Raymond Cox, who became ‘house husband’, while 
Anne worked for the Agricultural Council of 
California. Anne returned to England when her 
mother died and worked for a while at Christies, as 
a Director’s PA. 
Many years later, she met Major Alec Power, an old 
friend from the colonies, and they were married in 
2002. In 2014 Anne moved to Scarborough to live 
with her daughter Sally Anne, but by 2016 her care 
became too much and she died in a hospice in May 
2017. 

Mark Harwood (Class of 1953)  
1934-2018,  
John Harwood (Class of 1945)  
1926-2018 

By Laurence Harwood 
Mark and John Harwood died this year within a 
month of each other, in both cases after long spells 
in hospital in London and in Spain. They were two of 

the five children born 
in Streatham to 
Daphne and Cecil 
Harwood, joint 
founders with others 
of the first Waldorf 
New School in 
Streatham, London, 
in 1925. Their 
younger sister, 
Sylvia, died in 
Canada several years 
ago. Lois and 
Laurence still 
survive, living in 
Cornwall and 
Cumbria respectively. 

John started his school life in Streatham and has 
recently recorded his early impressions of that 
period. In 1939 the whole school was evacuated to 
Minehead in Somerset where John stayed in 
superior lodgings as the Harwood house was too 
small to include him. He left school in 1944 and 
joined the navy during 1945/6 towards the end of 
the war, but saw some action in the Mediterranean. 
After demobilisation he travelled widely through 
Europe on his Royal Enfield motorbike and sailed 
with friends to Spain before joining Magdalen 
College, Oxford to read English Literature from 1947 
to 1950. One of his tutors there was a lifelong friend 
of his father's, C.S. Lewis. 

After a period living on a houseboat in London, John 
in 1953 joined the Dunlop Rubber Company in 
Kenya where he met and married his wife, Joyce. 
His career with Dunlop and several other companies 
took him and his family to many parts of the world 
until he retired in Javea, Spain with his daughter 
Nancy in 2006. 
Mark, likewise, started school life in Streatham and 
was evacuated to Minehead. He and his brother 
Laurence were very close in their youth and 
Laurence has many happy memories of their lives 
together, enjoying the seaside and the delights of 
Exmoor. They both transferred with the family to 
Kidbrooke Park in Sussex when the school moved 
again in 1945. On leaving school Mark was called up 
for National Service in the army, an experience he 
did not enjoy. That was followed by attendance at 
Christ Church College, Oxford, initially to read 
French and German, which he was later persuaded 
to change for a 
degree in Arabic and 
Persian. He then 
spent a period in the 
Sorbonne, France, 
before accepting a 
post with the 
publishing house, 
Longman's Green, as 
their representative 
in the Sudan, in 
Khartoum. He was, 
apparently, very 
successful in that 
work but quit the 
post for some reason 
after a while. 
Whilst at Oxford Mark was introduced by his 
brother, Laurence, to the author Gavin 
Maxwell, whom he accompanied on a journey to 
Sicily to undertake research on the life of the bandit, 
Giuliano, which was later published as a book 
entitled "God Protect me from my Friends." 
Mark was an avid traveller, and an excellent linguist 
and blessed with a keen memory. Sadly the last 
three or four years of his life were spent semi- 
conscious in hospitals, so that his eventual passing 
was in some respects a merciful release for him. 
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Christopher Michael Mann (Class of 1949)  
1930 -  2018 

By Roswitha Spence, sister 
Christopher Michael 
Mann was born on 
13th November 1930 
in London. He was a 
dreamy child, happy 
and contented and 
when 4 years old he 
was presented with a 
sister. The two 
siblings grew up in a 
strong family bond. 
They lived in 
Streatham, South 
London, close to 
Michael Hall School 
where both parents 

taught, Liselotte taught Eurythmy and William was 
class teacher and taught many other subjects. 
With the outbreak of WW II Michael Hall evacuated 
to Minehead, Somerset where a beautiful property 
housed the School and the Mann family found 
accommodation in the converted grain loft above 
the woodwork classroom. Chris learned many of his 
practical skills from his father during those years in 
that workshop, skills that would become essential in 
later life. 
Christopher’s early dreaminess developed into an 
inner gaze to distant horizons, a yearning to explore 
and break boundaries, a theme that grew ever 
stronger throughout his life, deepening as his total 
commitment to Anthroposophy enriched his every 
action. 
At the end of the war Michael Hall moved to Forest 
Row, and there Chris, now in his teens, went for 
more adventures: art trips to Italy, sailing on the 
Broads, walking in Lapland. For his final year of 
schooling he went to Stuttgart, where he continued 
to live while taking an apprenticeship in Chemical 
Engraving. 
However, this was not to be his future calling and 
life took Chris to America and Canada, but sadly he 
had to return home due to illness. So once again he 
found himself in Forest Row where in the meantime 
a teacher training course had been founded by 
Francis Edmunds. Chris enrolled as a student and 
followed this by taking a class through all eight 
years. 
During Christopher’s time at Michael Hall he married 
his wonderful life’s companion Martina and they 
raised a beautiful little daughter, Sonja. However, 
education was still not where his life was to take 
him, new horizons beckoned and the family moved 
to Dornach, where Chris took on the task of 
promoting Eurythmy. He organised Eurythmy tours 

in America, first Else Klink with the Stuttgart stage 
group, then Marguerite Lungren and the London 
stage group. These tours introduced Chrissie to 
many areas in America and awoke in him a work 
that he felt would become his true calling - bringing 
culture and Biodynamics to ‘The New World’. 
So it was that Christopher and Martina searched for 
a place that could open up possibilities for 
development and found themselves in Wisconsin in 
the small town of East Troy. 
Thus began the real work that Chris had been 
preparing for, and together with Martina they 
created the ‘Michael Fields Agricultural Institute’, 
building a beautiful barn with a concert/lecture hall 
upstairs, offices, catering facilities and, above all, 
laboratory space for Biodynamic research. They 
purchased a farm with others to follow, found 
farmers to convert the land to Biodynamic 
agriculture, created a bakery, a farm shop, a day-
care centre, Eco housing and many other initiatives. 
As all these activities were unfolding, Chris’s central 
striving was to not just see the potential in people, 
or land, but also to help it be realised. He assisted 
countless individuals to further their work, be it with 
counselling or funds. He was tireless in wanting to 
help. 
However, Martina and Chris retained a strong 
connection to Europe, to Germany where Sonja now 
had her own family, and to Forest Row where there 
was family and friends. ‘Hoping across the pond’ 
was a regular event for many years. 
The enterprises continued to grow, interspersed 
with travel to visit other initiatives, encourage 
individuals, conferences as well as holidays. Then 
age issues came to restrict movement, first with 
Martina’s stroke and, after her death, Chris’s 
Parkinson’s. This created great frustration for him as 
his mind was as active as ever, full of new ideas that 
he wanted to make happen. One special 
achievement he did still manage: the completing of 
a film on Biodynamics ‘The Alchemist’ which has 
now been seen by a vast number of people. 
By now Christopher’s life at 87 had reached 
fulfilment, his tasks completed, and after a brief 
spell in hospital, surrounded by friends, he died 
peacefully at the home he and Martina had built 
together near East Troy. Christopher lived to receive 
the Last Rights and very soon after passed away, 
leaving in style, ever in a hurry to move forward. 
Christopher’s funeral took place on 11th February 
2017 in the ‘Michael Fields’ beautiful Concert/
Lecture room at East Troy, Wisconsin, many friends 
and colleagues coming to celebrate him. 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Erika Grantham (teacher)  
1940 - 2017 

By her daughter, Serina Douglass 
Our mother, Erika 
Grantham, died at 
home in the early 
morning just as the 
sun was rising on 
4th August 2017. She 
made it her time, she 
was 77years old. 
Whilst many things 
about her were 
ageing, she was not 
old at all in many 
respects, still vibrant 
and engaged and 
interested in the 
people that filled her 

life, until the last few months. It was fitting that she 
passed away as the morning birds sang their 
chorus, she loved this time of day. 
Hearing memories from her friends, it is clear that 
she touched people’s lives in a way many of us 
rarely get the chance to. She left an impression, she 
gave time, she listened, she created opportunities, 
she laughed and gave freely of herself. Mum was 
very private, she kept the intricacies of her life to 
herself, she was much more comfortable supporting 
others. 
She had stamina. Some might say this came from 
her challenging childhood. She grew up in southern 
Germany at the start of the war. Her family life was 
tough and she cherished the close times they spent 
together, sharing a cosy bed with her siblings and 
playing in the streets. As children we remember 
going to visit our Aunts and Uncles in Germany. 
There was always lots of singing and laughter and 
games. Somehow her sense of fun shone from the 
adversity she and her siblings faced as children, 
they arose out of it with a united humour and desire 
for happiness and knowing what support looked 
and felt like. 
Living in London and Paris in her twenties, she was 
stylish and glamorous, walking easily in her twinset 
and super high heels. She remained a lover of 
beauty and quality in both her home and work life. 
For our mum there was a way to do things, this was 
remarked on at her memorial where people 
remembered her fastidious attention to detail and 
routine, her desire for order and cleanliness. But it 
was usually shared with kindness, and often a sense 
of fun, getting things done well. 
She was a friend, advocate, conspirator and guide 
to her six grandchildren when they were young and 
spent more time with her. She was critical of anyone 

who might jeopardise their happiness and was often 
questioning of our parenting choices. 
In our father she found reliability and love during 50 
years of marriage. She found someone who gave 
her the support and freedom she needed to 
undertake her Steiner Kindergarten work, the work 
which fed her emotionally and intellectually and on 
which she so thrived and found her sense of 
purpose and belonging. 
In the last few years of her life she began to step 
back from her busy schedule, ceasing her advisory 
work and finally closing her London parent and child 
group. However, in Robins Nest Kindergarten she 
found a space which was both nourishing and 
challenging. I am impressed that she was still willing 
to challenge herself and be open to new ideas at 
this stage of her journey. 
There was a sense of the end of a journey when she 
died. Her work here with all of us was coming to an 
end maybe. She questioned what might come next. 
Our mother was always very professional and 
conscientious in her work. Her close friends and 
family will always remember her fun, jovial, cheeky 
side and her love of practical jokes. 
We are grateful for all she shared with us. 

Ian Kenelm Macdonald (Ken) (Class of 1961)  
1943 – 2016  

By Marliese 
Macdonald 
Ken spent his first 
few years moving 
several times until 
his family finally 
settled in East 
Grinstead. The 
family moved from 
London to this area 
so that he and his 
six sisters could go 
to Michael Hall.  
Ken was in Mr 
Byford’s first class 
and stayed until Class 12.  After leaving Michael Hall 
he joined the Royal Navy and spent some time in 
the Gulf. But life in the Royal Navy wasn’t for Ken 
and on his return studied to become a teacher, Art 
and Pottery. 
I met Ken when I studied at Emerson College in 
1979 and we married in 1982 and have two 
daughters, Nicola and Lara. 
Although Ken became a teacher, his love for 
carpentry never left him. 
 At the age of 43 he decided to study furniture 
making at Ryecote Wood College in Thame, and this 
was a very happy experience for him. 
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We moved to Hereford in 1995 so I could start my 
journey as a class teacher and Ken worked for some 
time in a small furniture workshop in Ludlow. 
On our return from Hereford in 1998 Ken had the 
opportunity to work in the Maintenance Department 
at Michael Hall as a carpenter until his retirement in 
2008. 
Ken’s love for further studying kept him busy for 
many years – he studied Humanities with the Open 
University. 
Ken died suddenly on the 31st October 2016. 

Diana Beauchamp, née Elliott (Class of 1936)  
1917 – 2017 

By Kathryn Price, granddaughter 
Diana Beauchamp will 
be remembered for 
her free spirit and 
infectious laughter. 
She was born in 
Burma to an army 
family, daughter of 
Jess and Bernard and 
sister of Peter. In 1918 
Bernard was ordered 
to fight in Europe and 
the family moved to 
the UK, where brother 
Ronald was born. 

Her parents attended lectures at Steiner House, 
decided on a Steiner education for their children, 
and in 1925 enrolled them at the newly-opened New 
School in Streatham. 
After leaving school Diana met Arno Rohde, a 
German refugee, and left teacher training to join him 
working at a curative home near Stroud. To the 
horror of her parents they married on 2nd 
September 1939, the day before World War II was 
declared. 
Like other anthroposophists, Diana helped many 
refugees to come to England by offering them jobs 
as “servants” in order to secure visas. Then in 1940 
Arno and Diana were interned: by marrying a 
German she had become an “enemy alien”. Sonia 
was born during Diana’s internment on the Isle of 
Man. Arno was marched in by two soldiers with 
fixed bayonets to see his wife and baby! 
In 1940 they were released, and after a brief stay in 
Lancashire, where Christine was born, the family 
moved to Camphill near Aberdeen and John 
Christopher was born. Diana almost died of 
jaundice and her new baby had to be fostered 
during her long hospital stay. 
In 1947 the family moved to Sussex, where the 
children attended Michael Hall. Diana and Arno 

bought Woodlands in Fairwarp and started a Steiner 
residential special needs school. But Diana’s health 
suffered, she underwent heart surgery, her marriage 
deteriorated, she spent long periods in hospital and 
eventually suffered a mental breakdown. 
During her recovery she met Basil Beauchamp, who 
became her second husband. They had one 
daughter, Sophie, and in the 1960s moved to 
Stroud, where Diana became a class teacher at 
Wynstones. On Basil’s retirement they moved to 
West Wales. Diana helped found Nant-y-cwm 
Steiner school, joined the local Liberal party and 
travelled widely to visit her children and 
grandchildren. 
They lived happily in Wales for almost thirty years 
until Basil’s death shortly before his hundredth 
birthday. 
Suffering from memory loss, Diana moved to Sussex 
in 2006 to be close to her family. She died there 
peacefully on her beloved Basil’s birthday. 

Nicholas Wrigley (Class of 1957)  
1938 – 2017 

By Johanna 
Collis, sister 
Nick attended 
Michael Hall in 
Forest Row, from 
its early days 
there, until Class 
13. His class 
teachers were 
Margaret Russell 
and then Arthur 
Sheen. Apart from 
singing in the 
choir, he had cello 
and piano 
lessons, and was 
allowed to 
practise playing the organ in the Forest Row church. 
On leaving school Nick worked for over a year at a 
nuclear research establishment at Harwell before 
going to Oxford where he gained his Physics 
degree.  He then started work at the Medical 
Research Council at Mill Hill. 
In 1964 he and Christian Taylor, also a former 
Michael Hall pupil, were married. Their first son was 
born in England. In 1966 they went to Canberra, 
Australia, where a grant enabled Nick to study for 
his doctorate in electron microscopy. A daughter 
and another son were born there, and a third son 
arrived after their return to London. There Nick 
returned to the Medical Research Council. He also 
had an evening job as a driving instructor. Sadly, 
after many years, he and Christian parted, but he 
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stayed in close touch with her and with their 
children and numerous grandchildren. 
Nick continued to work at Mill Hill where Judy Auger 
also worked. They were married in 1978 and went to 
live in Wheathampstead. Two more children were 
born there and when the time came attended the 
Kings Langley Steiner School. While still working at 
Mill Hill Nick taught at least one Science Main 
Lesson period at Perry Court, the Canterbury 
Steiner School. Having never been a teacher, and 
with a supervisor to help him, this was how he 
prepared to begin teaching at the Kings Langley 
School after taking early retirement from medical 
research in 1988. 
Robin Cook, a colleague there, has told us about 
Nick at Kings Langley: 
“Nick arrived there, making it two Doctors in the 
Science Department. Along with his energy in 
raising standards and achievements in the Physics 
department, and with the customary Main Lessons, 
as a teacher he was much respected by staff and 
pupils alike for his knowledge (he made light of 
picking up GCSE Geography as well and for his 
professional focus on playing the exams at their 
own game.” 
Nick finally retired after 13 years of teaching, and he 
and Judy moved to Cornwall where they had 
formerly spent many wonderful summer holidays 
with their children. They had already bought a very 
dilapidated farmhouse near Boscastle which they 
transformed into a most beautiful and cosy home 
always open to a steady stream of family, former 
colleagues and other guests. There they stayed, 
apart from some adventurous travel (eg to New 
Zealand). Until a serious blood disorder took over 
the final two years of his life, Nick continued with his 
love of music by singing in the East Cornwall Bach 
Choir, who finally made a beautiful contribution to 
his funeral. 
The “adventurous travel” also included many visits 
to Italy where one of his daughters had settled. He 
and Judy drove through the Alps, a different route 
every time, and stayed in beautiful places on the 
way. And, having arrived, he immediately became 
accepted as a member of the local community, 
greatly appreciated for the interest he expressed 
and for his diligence in learning to speak Italian 
properly. For his family this was a mark of his 
serious interest in and love for all that went on 
around him, wherever he was. 

Ronald Elliott (Class of 1937)  
1919 — 2017 

By Jane Elliott-Sturdee, daughter 
Ronald was born in 
London; his father 
was a lieutenant 
colonel in the Army, 
which meant that the 
family moved around 
a great deal. Ronald 
spent all of his 
school days as a 
boarder, and as his 
parents were 
committed 
anthroposophists he 
only ever went to 
Steiner schools -- first to Kings Langley, then to The 
New School in Streatham where one of his English 
teachers was William Golding 
He must have struggled at school as he had a 
lifelong battle with spelling. He eventually passed 
his “matric” and went to Battersea Polytechnic, 
where he studied Civil and Mechanical Engineering, 
gaining an honours degree in 1942. There he met my 
mother, Jean and they married in April 1942. 
All through his life he had a deep interest in all boats 
and in particular any boat of an unusual design. It 
was at a lecture at the Amateur Yacht Research 
Society that he heard about Tersancta, a most 
unusual trimaran built by the Rev Clementina 
Gordon and in 1978 my parents bought her – sitting 
on a mud bank in Wales and in much need of repair. 
Every possible weekend and holiday after that they 
would travel down from their home in Hertfordshire 
to Wales to work on the boat until he retired in 1984 
when they were able to spend much more time on 
her. In 1986, they were finally able to make the 
maiden voyage from Pembrokeshire to Ousitreham, 
the most easterly of the D-Day landing beaches in 
Normandy, where I used to live. 
He continued to sail Tersancta even after Jean died 
(2008) until he finally decided at the age of 91, in 
2010, that it was too much for him after one last trip 
sailing mostly solo to the Scilly Isles and back. 
Here is a short account of his professional career 
that he wrote a couple of years ago. 

My life has been spent mostly under the strictures 
of The Official Secrets Act, so I'm legally limited in 
what I am free to say, but here goes:-

I've had three jobs:-

During WW2, after graduating with an honours 
degree in Civil Engineering in 1942, I was directed 
to work as a very junior engineer on the design and 
development of airborne radar scanners, about 
which I knew nothing. In fact I did not even know of 
their existence. They come in various types 
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depending on the missions for which they are 
needed.

Type 1, the most urgently needed type, was for 
night fighting i.e. shooting down enemy bombers in 
the dark. Not an easy task. A task at which anti-
aircraft guns were only slightly better than useless, 
although they did give us Londoners the impression 
that we were giving them hell. All that banging and 
flashing was a great morale boost. The chosen 
design was a 'Spiral Scanner,' which was a pig to 
balance.

The second type was for Maritime air to surface 
vessels i.e. ships and surfaced submarines charging 
their batteries.

Thirdly, for bombers, for locating towns. Simple 
rotating beams sweeping round and round.

The fourth type was for advanced scanning and 
auto target following (day and night): this was my 
final contribution and came too late to go into 
production.

My second job was a seven-year appointment 
doing R&D on high-pressure pneumatics, initially as 
a Research Engineer and latterly as Research 
Manager in Redditch, Worcestershire, with a 
company called Hymatic.

My third job, from 1954 to 1984, was in the design 
and development of Guided Weapons at Luton and 
Stevenage with English Electric, which later became 
British Aircraft Corporation. (G.W.) at Stevenage. I 
was initially a Project Engineer for an anti-aircraft 
weapon system and, later, Project Manager Anti 
Tank Systems, about which I may not speak.

From 1992 to date, I have been happily retired in 
Lerryn and trying to learn French, the language of 
two of my four granddaughters, their husbands and 
their four sons, two each.


David Cassady (Class of 1951)  
died in November 2017. 

He was born in Japan 
but fled as a child just 
prior to World War 2. He 
attended the best 
schools in England, 
including Michael Hall, 
and also in the USA and 
Canada. Later he 
worked as a real 
cowboy out West, then 
trained as an Air Force 
pilot and spent a career 
with Air Canada, based 
in Toronto and later in 

Victoria, British Columbia. He returned to the East to 
retire and settled in Peterborough, Ontario, where he 
enjoyed his golf.  

Rev Roberta Fuller, friend of David. 

Bryan Emery (Class of 1959)  
1940 – 2018 

Bryan's story, by his 
wife Hilary 
How hard is it to 
give a picture of 
someone's life in a 
few minutes, but I 
shall try to share 
with you what this 
brave man called 
Bryan meant to me. 
We first met back in 
early '68 -- dare I 
say it, at a Young 
Conservatives Pub 
Crawl around 
Brighton! Bryan had 
gone to Australia several years before that and had 
only returned to the UK to be best man at his 
brother Roger's wedding. He was returning to Oz 
and I was set to go to Canada after completing my 
midwifery training - job sorted, ship booked, 
somewhere to live.  
So, what were we to do? It must have been love at 
first sight, we were engaged within three weeks and 
married 18 months later. No Australia or Canada at 
that point. Bryan became a policeman in Sussex 
and we lived in his police house once married. 
Having discovered the police force was not for him, 
he realised his desire was to help people work 
through their problems. This led to him applying for 
Social Work training and he was accepted at 
Liverpool University. 
So a move up north for us: we were then expecting 
our first baby, Jules, so we found ourselves living on 
the Wirral. Our second daughter, Suzanne, was born 
two years later, so our family was complete, 
including an enormous ginger cat called Womble.  
Bryan was now qualified as a Probation Officer and 
working in a very challenging and violent area of 
Liverpool, namely Toxteth. After seven years we 
decided to move south to be nearer my mum who 
then lived in North Devon, so in early '77 Bryan 
secured a post with Avon Probation and, based at 
the Weston office, we moved to a house in 
Worlebury. 
Bryan progressed through his Probation career, at 
Weston, Leyhill and Horfield prisons, a few years 
doing Divorce Court Welfare, and finally back at 
Weston. So he had gone full circle, he made many 
friends amongst his colleagues, some who became 
very close to us over the years. 
He was fortunate to be offered early retirement with 
a good pension when he was 55. This is something I 
have been so thankful for, it meant he had 10 years 
of good health -- time to play golf, do the garden 
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and cook my dinners.... I was still working, so came 
home to a wonderful meal every day. 
He loved a glass of red wine and was fondly referred 
to as the "Merlot Man"! 
I retired in 2005 and we then went to NZ for six 
weeks. We saw this as the beginning of a stage in 
our lives where we could spend more time together, 
sharing new experiences and enjoying this new role 
as two retirees. It was during this holiday that I 
began to realise that Bryan was not well. On our 
return and after months of investigations he was 
told he had MS. It was only 18 months later that he 
was diagnosed with MM. 
Bryan and I often had talks about what the future 
held and what would there be to look forward to. He 
would say he wanted to live long enough to see his 
grandchildren grow up and achieve their goals. He 
was so brave and fought to get better, rarely 
complaining. Every day had become a huge struggle 
- so, rest in peace, my beautiful friend and husband. 

Pat Thomas (Class of 1953)  
Died 2017 

Pat wrote a letter which she wanted to give to her 
friends after she died. Here it is. 

�  
I would like to thank you all for enrichening my life in 
so many ways, through meetings, talking, laughing, 
travel, walking, music, Amnesty, Quakers, cinema 
and many other activities. 
It has certainly been a privileged life. I have had the 
opportunity to travel widely and work in Poland and 
America. 

I never intended to be a teacher as I had not been 
the best of pupils! On reflection teaching was what I 
enjoyed and the daily challenges it presented. When 
early retirement presented itself, I decided that it 
was time to go before I burnt out. 
I have been fortunate to meet many people from all 
walks of life. One was the Principle in America, 
Lamar Smith. That was a year which showed me 
many things and probably due to his influence led 
me to leave the classroom and work in Community 
Development for three years and then returning to 
school. 
Retirement has meant making new friends, learning 
new skills, spinning, dyeing, seeing all the 
Cathedrals of England and walking the Thames 
path, voluntary work, prisons, meals on wheels, 
Food Bank and the U3A Garden Group. As well as 
having time to knit, read and go to art exhibitions. 

Pat Thomas 

Idonea Chance (Class of 1945)  
1928-2018 

Extracts from an address given by members of her 
family at her funeral 
Idonea was never 
short of energy. As 
a child she loved 
singing and 
dancing and old 
family cine films 
show her tearing 
about with her four 
younger siblings, 
laughing and 
flirting from a 
young age. She 
was very beautiful, 
vivacious and 
never short of 
admirers with her 
dazzling smile and alluring eyes and had a 
wonderful sense of humour. 
Idonea was a grafter and never gave up. She was 
very creative and artistic and excelled at many 
things including cooking, gardening, needlework 
and embroidery, flower arranging, playing cards, 
amateur dramatics and above all, fashion and 
interior design. She took great pride in her 
appearance and enjoyed looking fabulous, spending 
hours decorating bonnets for the Easter Parade and 
co-ordinating beautiful outfits. She had outstanding 
pastry-making skills and, with her cool hands, 
Idonea produced the best pastry for perfect apple 
pies and treacle tarts and made magical 
gingerbread houses. She was also fiercely 
competitive when it came to entries in the local WI 
shows and taking part in village events. She won 
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numerous prizes for her floral exhibits and won the 
annual pancake race with a huge smile on her face 
and got into the local paper for her performance as 
Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough. Her years working 
in Interior Design both in Brussels and Scotland 
transformed many a home for the better with her 
panache and eye for detail. 
When she lived in Birmingham, Idonea trained as a 
teacher of domestic science and won the 
Examiner’s medal for best student in her year. She 
then taught Domestic Science to students at a 
college there and she was obviously very popular 
with them, especially the ones of West Indian origin 
who found her attention to them very helpful in their 
struggles to make progress. 
She was very proud of the fact that she was a 
member of the Institute of Advanced Drivers. Who 
inspired her? She certainly considered herself a 
better driver than most men! However, Tim 
remembers driving with her to the BBC studio in 
Birmingham in her new Daimler to give one of her 
regular cooking lessons on the local radio station. 
They were pulled over for speeding. She wasn't 
used to driving such a large, powerful car as she 
explained to her listeners! 
In short, she excelled in everything to which she 
turned her hands and mind. She was gifted and 
talented and she always had style. She never 
boasted about her achievements and even denied 
she had made it to 90 on her birthday in March this 
year, asking what all the fuss was about. 

Nigel Antrobus (Class of 1972)  
1953-2017 

By Hugh Antrobus, 
brother 
Nigel attended his 
entire school career 
at Michael Hall, 
entering Miss 
Bowron’s class in 
1959 and leaving in 
1972. 
His family had a long 
connection with the 
school, and he lived 
in Priory Road for the 
early part of his life. 
His ambition on 

leaving school was to join the Royal Pioneer Corps, 
but that was not to be. He worked at the Central 
Garage, Hartfield and subsequently at Louis G Ford, 
Builders’ Merchants in East Grinstead. 
Latterly he lived in Ship Street, East Grinstead, 
where he pursued his interests in gardening, military 
history and military modelling. He fell ill in November 
2016, resulting in prolonged hospitalisation, 

returning home shortly before his death. He died as 
he had lived his life, quietly and privately. 

Georgina Butler, aka Gina Fratini (Class of 1949) 
1931– 2017 

By Ralph 
Brocklebank 
Gina was born in 
1931 and was in Mr 
Darrell’s class in 
Streatham and then 
for a year in 
Minehead before 
being whisked off to 
Canada with all her 
Brocklebank 
cousins. From there 
she travelled alone 
across the continent 
and the Pacific to join her parents in Burma, arriving 
at Rangoon just as the Japanese started their 
invasion. After spending a night up a creek to avoid 
the bombing she was rescued by her parents and 
taken to India, where she spent the rest of the war. 
When she was 17 she returned to England to study 
at the Royal College of Art. Then she worked as a 
dress and set designer for a dance company, 
touring the world. She met and married the graphic 
designer Renato Fratini, giving up work to become a 
housewife. But she soon found that friends kept 
asking her to make them dresses, so in 1964 she 
founded her own company. 
Her dresses were ‘soft and pretty’ and very much in 
demand, most of the young royals being among her 
customers. The Gina Fratini label was finally wound 
up in 1989, when the business side of things 
became too oppressive, but she did do some work 
for Norman Hartnell. Some of her gowns are 
currently in the Victoria and Albert Museum’s 
costume collection and no doubt others are 
cherished by those who commissioned them. Her 
style never really goes out of fashion. 
During her peaceful years of retirement she found 
happiness with Anthony Newly, the actor, who died 
in her arms in 1997. Gina never had children of her 
own, but was fond of her five godchildren. She died 
in May 2017. 
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Final Comments 
Parting shot 
As the editors of this newsletter we continue to 
work hard with the school and we are trying to reach 
as many Old Scholars as possible. Over the years 
we have built up a substantial mailing list of Old 
Scholars, but with the advent of latest GDPR 
regulations in May we will no longer be able to 
maintain our database unless the people on this list 
consent in writing for their data to be held by us. So 
do please read the comments on page 31 and 
lookout for emails from us. That way, we’ll be able to 
keep in touch with you and keep sending you future 
editions of this Newsletter. This really is vital if we 
want to maintain the momentum we have 
established with Old Scholars. It would be sad 
indeed if we ended up losing what we have built up 
over the years.  

Shift change 

Now some food for thought – and a call to action. 

We need new blood to help on the Newsletter with a 
view to taking it over. We’ve been doing it for many 
years and we aren’t getting any younger! Our plan is 
to recruit three or four people to share the workload: 
ideally, we would get a range of ages so that as 
much as possible of the school’s history was 
covered. We thought we could work on the next 
issue together and then hand it over. It would be 
best if these people could be local. 

At the moment those involved are: 

• Stephen and Christian who collect the material 
and organise the content 

• Tony Lewin who edits everything  

• Simon Wrigley who does the layout  

• Various proof readers, thank you in advance  

• Julie Ruse who sends it out on line from MH and 
prints out copies.  

So, thank you, team, for your hard work 

Stephen Sheen – stephenandlibby35@gmail.com 
Christian Lewin – christian@tonylewin.com 

This Newsletter is produced independently of 
Michael Hall, so any errors or mistakes are the 
responsibility of the editors and not the school. 
Publication date 21st May 2018. 

STOP PRESS 

Uwe Jacquet — sad news 

Uwe Jacquet, who taught languages and metalwork 
at Michael Hall for many years, died on Friday June 
1st in Germany, where he and Helene had been 
living with their daughter Sophie. After nine months 
of illness he died peacefully, surrounded by Helene, 
Sophie and her daughter.  
His funeral was a small family occasion and there 
was a memorial meeting at Michael Hall on June 
8th, at which many old scholars and colleagues 
gave their memories of his teaching and work at the 
school. We will have a full write-up of Uwe's life and 
work in next year's news letter.  

Old Scholars sign-up

New GDPR regulations mean that we must have 
your permission to retain your personal data so that 
we can stay in touch with you. To sign up to receive 
the Old Scholars newsletters and information 
regarding events and reunions, please see: http://
www.michaelhall.co.uk/opt-in-old-scholars 
If you gave us your details some time before the 
deadline of May 25th, we have had to delete your 
details. So, you will need to opt in again if you wish 
us to have your details and to stay in touch with 
you. 

Christian Lewin (for the MH Old Scholars/Alumni)  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Kidbrooke Park, Priory Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5JA 
www.michaelhall.co.uk – 01342 822275, Registered Charity Number 307006 

 
Consent Form for Old Scholars 

 
 
As you may know, Christian Lewin and Stephen Sheen currently volunteer to act as 
editors of the Michael Hall Old Scholars Newsletter. 
 
They are working hard with the School to make sure that they can reach as many Old 
Scholars as possible  
 
Under the Data Protection Act 1998 and GDPR May 2018, we require your consent (even 
if you have consented already) to collect and store your personal data to facilitate 
Christian and Stephen in distributing the newsletter, contacting individual year-groups 
with updates on their classes and keeping you informed of any up and coming events. 
 
With this in mind, we would be grateful if you could please complete the permission slip 
below or subscribe from the link on the school website, giving us permission to hold your 
personal data for this purpose only.  
 
We will not share your data with any third parties, your data will be stored securely on 
the school’s network and access is restricted to those who will be sending out 
communications on their behalf.  
 
You have the right to retract your consent at any time and can do so through the email’s 
you receive from us by clicking on ‘unsubscribe’ at the bottom of the page, in writing to 
the admin office at the school or via email to adminoffice@michaelhall.co.uk. 
 
Please send this by post F.A.O. of the Admin Office or email a copy to 
adminoffice@michaelhall.co.uk.  
 
Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions in respect of the above. 

Otherwise, we are very grateful for your cooperation.  

On behalf of Michael Hall School - Please confirm that we have your consent:  

To be contacted via email with information from the school regarding the Old Scholars 
Newsletter, individual class updates and to be kept informed of any up and coming 
events: 
 
Yes I Consent:    

Full Name: ____________________________________________________________________  

Maiden name (if applicable): ____________________________________________________ 

Signature: _____________________________________________________________________  

Email Address (please write this clearly): ___________________________________________  

Years of attendance at the School: ________________________________________________  
School Year (the year it would have been if you left in Class 12): 
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